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UNION GAP, Wash. — 
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Irrigation ends in some Yakima tributaries

Chehalis River’s low 
flow triggers alert 
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Washington ecology warns westside 

irrigators about pending shut off
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BOISE, Idaho — The Ida-
ho Water Resource Board has 
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-
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“Their existing diversion 

chief with the Idaho Depart-

another winter.”
Patton said the structure 
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White-faced ibis feed in Eastern 
Idaho. A new program, led by 
the Idaho Water Resource 
Board, aims to keep farm 

the white-faced ibis.

Drought
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The Teanaway River near Cle Elum, Wash., on July 16 shows very little water. 
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Washington. Irrigators with rights obtained after 1976 to draw from 
the Chehalis River are likely to be shut off soon because of low 
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